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Homework 2

Name:
Andrew ID:
Grade: /8
This homework covers Lectures 3 and 4.
You are expected to follow all conventions in class. Print, and write
neatly.

Cursor Policy and Modes
(1pt) Review: In order to return to normal mode from insert mode, what
is required?

(2pts) Most editors today follow the convention that controlling the
cursor should be separate from controlling the view/screen (influenced
by?). However, in most editors, it is a lot more inconvenient to move the
screen, and usually involves using the scroll wheel on the mouse.
In Vim’s case, the relationship between the cursor and the screen is a bit
more subtle. If you care to experiment around a bit, you may find that
the cursor will *always* be within the screen, and hence within view.
This is mostly for convenience, since locating an edit in normal mode
usually implies that you have already seen what you need to edit. For
editing tasks that are out of view, ex commands are usually the way to
go, since it implies that the editing task is nontrivial, or very repeatable.
For beginners, the cursor-within-view behavior can be very misleading.
A prime counterexample of this (which, unfortunately, is taught at the
very beginning of vimtutor) is that many users use the cursor to
control the screen.
For example, one very common anti-pattern is to use the j command
(goto next line) to scroll down the screen. Notice this becomes very
problematic when the cursor is at the very top of the screen:
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In this case, the j command only moves the cursor down, but does not
adjust the screen! A much more suitable command to use is the <C-e>
command, which moves the screen down, but not the cursor (unless the
cursor is out of scope).
The second problem is that the j command is primarily meant to be used
for editing (Lecture 3 slides). Using the j command for skimming screws
with your repeating process. Given Vim’s cursor policy and repeating
process (see Lectures 3, 4), what could be an issue that arises when one
uses j for skimming, yet is also in the process of repeating?
(Hint: one case that could be problematic is this example from lecture:)
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Infinite Repeats
In lecture, we talked about two ways of repeating: the dot command and
macros. Usually, the “repeat” step is something like this:
Description:

Goto next match. (n) Repeat action. (.)
...

Or something like this:

Goto next line/match (j or n). Play macro (@)
...

Problem is, typing n.n.n. or n@an@an@a for every single repeat gets
tedious if there are too many places to repeat. Is there a way to repeat
infinitely, and stop until it reaches a certain condition? Yes, and there
are many ways to do this, such as the :glob command, visual lines, etc.
Of course, the first problem is: how do we make it stop if when we want
to? Recall macro termination from lecture:

If at any point, a command within a macro fails when playing, the
rest of the instance of command terminates immediately.

This is a very important feature that we can utilize as terminating
conditions!
For example, suppose that we want to delete all lines that ends with a ‘;’
(in a C-style language, style conventions usually imply that a line has at
most one semicolon). We can check if the line has a ‘;’ or not by putting
this at the beginning of the macro:

Goto ‘;’ on current line. (f;)
Reset Line position. (0)
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If the line is doesn’t have a semicolon, f; fails! Hence, the remainder of
the macro will not execute. Therefore, this macro will usually only work
on lines that end with a ‘;’, saving us the trouble of performing manual
checks.
(2pts) * Recursive Macros
One way to perform infinite repeats is to have two macros call each
other. For example, suppose I have a macro stored in register a that is in
charge of Step 2 of the editing process: editing, while another macro
stored in register b is in charge of Step 1 of the editing process: locating.

Macro in register a has the following description:
Change current word to printf(“hai!”).
Run Macro in b.

Now, we just need to modify Macro in b to the following description:

Run Macro in a.

And to call this process, we simply run Macro in b at the beginning of the
text we want to edit.

Now, suppose we want to change all instances of the word hello in the
document to a printf statement that greets hai!, aka change all
instances of:

hello

to

printf(“hai!”);

Fill in the appropriate description for Macro in b. Briefly explain why this
process can change all instances of hello to printf(“hai!”), and
terminates.
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There a great aspect to using recursive macros: the Macro in a can be
reused, by simply changing the contents of register b to a different
locate Macro. Hence, the “editing” can be paired with different ways of
“locating”, and it is much more convenient to automate tedious work.
However, recursive macros are very rarely used in practice, mainly
because it requires too much thinking and careful execution. This is
counter to the spirit of Vim, which emphasizes no thinking and letting
the editor to do the work. There is a much more common and nicer way
to do infinite repeats, which brings us to...

(3pts) Infinite Relative Numbers (Tip 66)
As a reminder, the command:

<number><command>
Repeats <command> a <number> amount of times.

In lecture, we have discussed why relative numbers are usually bad. If
you recall, the main reason is that it requires the user to count how
many jumps you have to do, and that is very counter intuitive and
unfruitful.
However, are there actually uses for relative number? YES! Consider the
following macro:

Macro in register a:
Insert i) in front of the current line (with line number i). (This is very
abstract, but you don’t have to worry about how to do this, we’ll cover it
in a future lecture.)
Goto next line.
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Now, suppose we want to insert i) in front of every line in the file. We can
simply do (fill in the blank with a <number>):

Goto beginning of file
Repeat ______________ times run macro in register a

You may reasonably assume that the text you are editing has strictly
less than 11111110 lines. Briefly explain why this operation terminates
at the end of the file.

Moral of the story? Relative numbers are not completely useless! It is
simply that many people use them in bad ways. The main reason this
usage is acceptable, is that you don’t actually have to count! Again, the
focus on using Vim as a text editor, is to remove yourself from the
thinking that is involved in text editing, and let the editor do the work!
Hence, the (revised) basic principle of using relative numbers, is:

DON’T
(Unless you don’t have to count)


